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Disposal of Bismuth Concentrate from the 
La Oor  rl  rolybdc-r,m 	 ^,ueb3c. 

Source of i,ia'15eria1 and Eurocse of Investi. ,ation:  

A.thin the pe.e.t year two shipment.s of molybdenIte 

concentrate have been forwarded to these Laboratories froM the 

La Corne Molybdenum Project of the 7iart1me Metals Corporation 

at Val dt0r 9  :1:lebec.  This material was used in investlations 

to work out a  method for eliminating  the bismuth contained in 

this concentrate as  an impurity. 

Dy a process of fractional roasting and flotation, 

described ir. Report of Investiation o. 1902, dated JUly 20 2  

145, it  'was fJund that  a  clean  molybdenite  concentrate could 

be made, and a bismuth  oonnentrate  of the followilk',  qualities 

resulted as  a  tailinë;  from  the process: 

Bismuth Concentrate 	Bi 	M052 

- Per Cent - 
A 	 15.40 	33.00 

	

22.50 	10.10 
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(Source of Material and Purpose of Investigation, cont , d) 

The first of these, Bismuth Concentrate A, was 

selected for further investigation to determine the best pro-

cedure for refining or  marketing the concentrate.  Bismuth 

Concentrate A was not  the  highest grade  of .zaterial resulting 

from our mill tests, but  was selected so that results from the 

work would represent a safe appraisal of what could be expected 

from an operating plant. As pointed  out  in  Report No. 1902, 

the probability is that  an operation at La Corne  could put out 

a much better grade of bismuth concentrate. 

General Discussion: 

The opinion is that the bismuth concentrate should be 

disposed of  by sale to a refinery, if satisfactory  marketing 

conditions  cari  be arranged. However, before such  a procedure 

is adopted, there are certain aspects which should be discussed. 

The most important of these is the possibility that a large 

part of  the molybdenite contained in the bismuth  concentrate 

may be recovered. 

If the flotation bismuth concentrate is passed over 

a  concentrating table, as In Flow-Sheet No. 4 (see  Figure 1 

herein)  from Report  Io. 1902,.about 50 per cent of the  bis-

muth contained is taken off in the table concentrate, while 

the greater  proportion of the molybdenite goes into table 

tailings.  The suggested procedure in refininb the  concentrate 

would  be, then: 

1. To table the flotation bismuth concentrate, as  in 

Flow-Sheet No. 4. 

2. The table concentrate, high in bismuth and low  in 

molybdenite, would be smelted or sent to a  refinery, 

depending on the decision of the company officials. 

3. The table tailing, hie' in molybdenite and  low in bis-

muth, would be leached to remove the  bismuth, and 
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(General Discussion, contld) - 

the residue from leaching would be added to the 

molybdenite concentrate put out by the main part 

of the mill. 

4. From leaching, bismuth oxychloride would result. 

This could be added to the table bismuth concen-

trate and smelted, to reduce the contained bismuth 

to metal. 

Both the smelting and leaching steps are extremely 

easy to perform, so that no difficulty is expected if they 

are carried on at the plant. Moreover, the bismuth concentrate 

resulting f rom table concentration is so high in .grade and so 

relatively free from impurities that it should find a ready 

sale at a refinery. It should be possible  to sell the bismuth 

oxychloride from leaching to the same buyer. 

This procedure is recommended  because: 

(1) It Is easier and cheaper to smelt the coarse frac- 
. 

tion of the bismuth  (Which  reports in the table 

ccncentrate) than to leach such material. 

(2) The  tailings from the table c onta_in only the extremely 

fine bismuth, which is readily leached out by 

dilute  hydrochloric acid. 

(3) after the bismuth has been leached from these tailings, 

the residue nay be added to the molybdenite concen-

trate, thus saving virtually all  the molybdenite 

sent to the retreatment plant. 

In Table  No. 1, below, an analysis is made of the 

results obtained by concentrating the flotation  bismuth concen-

trate on a table. It wille noted that  a  high-grade bismuth 

concentrate is made, small inbulk,  and  relatively  low in 

molybdenite. 
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(General Discussion,  cont/d) - 

The  table  tailing is low  in bismuth  and high in 

molybdenite. After leaching, it is still  hier  grade in 

molybdenite, while the  fact that it contains only the  fine bis-

muth makes it possible  to leach out this impurity, so that no 

contamination  of  the molybdenite concentrate would result if 

the leach residue were added to it before ehippir4I0 

TABLE I. - Results of Table Concentration 
of Bismuth Concentrate. 

FLOTATION BISLIJTH  : 
CONOENTRATF  Flom  : 	Concentrate  : 	Tailin 

FLOTATION  	:  Bi, 	M0S2,:hecovery of: mos2; 131,  : 	ecovery 0 
Bi,  : M3S2, :  per  :  per  : 	Bi, 	 :  per  :  per  : 	MoS2, 

er cent:per  cent: cent  :  cent  :  per cent  :  cent : cent  :  per cent 

TABLE 	PR.ODUCTS 

• • • . 	 • 
15.40  : 33.00 : 26.48 	9.00 	62.95 	: 46.20  3.08 	90.32 

ear.,  

INVESTIGATIONS  OF LEACHING AND SMELTING PROCEDURES: 

A. - Leachinu. 

A  flow-sheet for leaching the table tailings from the 

concentrating table mentioned above is included in  this report 

(see  Figure 2). 

The tailings  from the  table (No. 1 in Figure 2) will 

be collected  in a  filter box (No. 2). A batch of  this material 

will then be transferred to  a leaching tank (No. 3).  Leaching 

solution will be added to this, and the whole will be agitated 

for  ei2;ht hours, then allowed to settle in the tank. The clear 

solution from the top of the tank will be decanted off by means 

of*an acid pump and pipe lino, and sent to a second  leaching 

tank  (No. 4), - In which  a  second batch of ore has been placed. 

This also  'Ivill be agitated for eight hours. Then, when  the 

leachini; solution has become saturated with dissolved bismuth, 
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(Leaching, cont , d) 

the tank will be allowed to settle and the solution will be 

decanted off and sent  to a precipitation tank  (No. 5).  There, 

water will be added, which will precipitate  the bismuth as 

bismuth oxychloride by a process of hydrolysis. The oxychloride 

will be filtered out. 

A part of the barren solution from the  filter will be 

used to make up new leaching solution. For each  100 pounds  of 

ore in the leaching  tank,  four hundred pounds of  barren solu-

tion together with 20 pounds  of ferric chloride and  50  pounds 

of HC1 will be used, Less dilute or more concentrated leach-

ing  solutions may be used,  but  this is a satisfactory propor-

tion  of acid to old solution,  and  only practice will make it 

possible  to decide upon the best mixture. This new leaching 

solution will be pumped into leaching  tank  No. 4,  which con-

tains partially leached ore. The new  solution will absorb  the 

remaining bismuth in this material,  thon  the tank  will be 

allowed to settle and the solution will be decanted  off and 

sent to leaching tank No, 3,  in  which a  fresh batch  of ore from 

the filter box has been placed.  Mien the solution is exposed 

to  this nOw ore,  rich in bismuth, it will become saturated 

with dissolved  bismuth, and then may be decanted off  and sent 

to  the  precipitation  tank  (No. 5). 

The ore remaining in tank No.  4, which will be com-

pletely leached, will then be removed and  added to  the main 

molybdenite  concentrate in another part of the  mill. Fresh 

ore from  the  filter  box  will be placed  in  this tank.  Then, 

after  the  saturated leaching solution has been removed  from 

tank No. 3, fresh acid will be added to this tank, the solu-

tion will be decanted off after four hours, and sent to  the 

fresh ore  in  tank No.  4. 

In this  way  partially leached ore will be exposed 
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(Leaching, contld) 

to fresh leaching solution, and partially saturated leaching 

solution will be expoaed to fresh ore.  .  Thus the advantages of 

counter-current leaching will be obtained, by  a  simple process 

of pumpin  the solution from one tank to arother.  This results 

in complete utilization  of  the acid employed in leaching,  and 

almost complete extraction of the  bismuth in the  ore. 

A process in  Which  the ore is simply placed  in a 

leaching  tank, exposed to the  acid,  and  then filtered,  will 

serve  to remove most of the bismuth, but it will result  in  a 

lower  extraction of bismuth and a  greater consumption  of acid. 

In  Table  - II,  results from leaching  tests  are summar• 

teed. 

TABLE  II.  -  Leaching  Table  Tailing. 

MoS2, 
er cent: 

TABLE 
TAILING 

MoS2,  :  Bi, 	: 
er cents,er cent.: 

4620 	0.08  :  53.00 

:ExeietTUF-
B1, :of Bismuth, 

er cent: per  cent 

:  AFTER TWO  8-HOUR  LEACHES 

B.  -  	 

Jismuth smelting  is carried  on  either  in crucibles 

or in small reverberatory  furnaces.  If  a  furnace  is built at 

La Corne,  smelting in  crucibleL;  is  recommended  as  this pro-

cedure requires an  inexpensive  furnace,  and the pot methoe 

best for  anall lots of concentrate. 

Silelting  procedure  would be: 

1. 100  pounds  of  bismuth  concentrate from  the  table will 

be a  suitable charge  for each pot. 

2. The bismuth oxychloride resulting  from a  leachin 

bat h will be dried, mixeà  with sodium carbonate, 

and  added to the  bismuth concentrate. 

3. This  charge will be  mixed with suitable fluxes  arc 
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(Smeltinï› , conttd) - 

ulaced in the sueltinb crucibles. 

4. The ,eote will bc placed in the furnace and held at 

1050c  C. until amelting is complete. 

5. The melt will be poerecd 2rom the crucibles into 

ccnical moulds. 

6. The produits  from smelting will be slab, iron  matte 

and metallic bismut;e. The slag will break  away 

easily,  • but the mat ee and metal will not separate 

at once. If left exposed to the air for a short 

eime the matte spalle off, leavIn b  a clean metal 

button. 

A typ:tcal charge for a smelting pot will be: 

100 pounds oismuth concentrate. 

	

20 	n 	bismuth oxychloride. 

	

30 	" 	sodium carbonate. 

	

5 	" 	lime. 

	

10 	" 	sodium sulphate. 

	

7 	II 	sodium hydroxide. 

	

5 	fluorite. 

	

6 	n 	charcoal. 

	

5 	9 	metallic iron. 

As a matter of record, in case tlee company under-

takes smelting at some future date, a discussion of this smelt-

ing charge is aet dot  herein. This is not pretended to be 

the  ideal smelting mixture,  but  variations in the  constituents, 

tried  in our experiments, always mmated in unsatisfactory 

melts.  "le.e,  rasons  for using more or les  the  sane  charge as 

that outlined above are: 

Sodium crerbonate is used to obtain a  low melt-

int, point. This is essential, as bismuth be„;ins t 

volatilize at 1100° C. and thus smeltinb should be done 

at a temperature below that point. Also, when sodium 

carbonate and bismulee oxychloride are smeltei together, 

the sodium  combines  with the chlorine. This reduces 

volatilization loesee of bismuth chloride. 



(Smelting, conttd) 

The uso of lime maisss for a highly fluid slag. 

Too much should not be  used  as the silicates formed by 

this flux are fusible only at a high temperature. 

L;cdium sulïbate melts ut a now semperature and 

.produces a slag 1 .3w in specific gravity. Too much should 

not be 1136d,  or  the  slag will  be sticky. 

zodium hydroxide me1t  9t  a  very low temperature 

and tus hastens  the  rection between the other consti-

tuents of the melt. No slors than 'needed should  be  used, 

as it is hard on crucibles. 

Fluorite is added to the melt to take care of 

any irreeilarities, ss it will dissolve anything. 

Charcoal is added to the eelt  to_provide  a 

reducing atmosphere. This reduces the bismuth  oxychicride, 

and  prevents oxidizing of the inetal  as  it is liberated 

from  the bismuthinite. 

Metallic iren,  in finely diVided.form  such  ss 

scrap,  sheet or lathe turnins, serves to liberate  the 

metal from  the sulphide. Iron has ;;I:ssater affinity for 

sulphu2 than  has  bisrauth; hence when.they are melted 

toether  an iron matte is formesf:, while the bismuth goes 

into the  metallie s 4;ete, 

In  Table III, below, 13  a  summary of results  obtained 

by emeltinL bismuth oxyc1 -.1cride and table bismuth  concentrate. 

Recovery cf te  bismuth'contained in the concentrate from 

flotation is shown, and also the  purlty  of  sthe  metal  produced, 

so that  an •stimate may he made cf the results  obtained  by 

prccessi% ';he mill concentrate in this way. 

(Table  III  follows,) 
( on 	 ) 



height of : 
product,  : 

100.0 5.G 	35,7 

ewe 

(Smelting,  contfd) 

TABL'i.i;  All - ,:imeltlng   Bismuth Oxychlorlde and ---------- letle  Bismuth Concentrate.. . 
. - 
. , 	

. 

. — :  fgaiWairf---  
: Table 	3i0C1  :  Elsmuth  :  of Bismuth 
:Colleen-7 from :Button fromoin  Smelting, 
:  trate 	:Leachliag:  Crucible  ;  oen cent  =-- 	= 	2--= 	z—  .===.,.......,..":= .1•■•■••••■•■•  ■■•■■,. 

Contained : 26.40  69,i30 
BtPer 
cent 

• 
WatIlt . of 	26..e.L8 	3.n 	29,21 
Bi con- 	: 

31.84 	93.11 

SUMMARY AND •GNCLUSION: 

This report outlines a rough approach to the problem 

of putting  the bismuth concentrate from the La Corne Mill  into 

marketable form. As tharo is no immediate need  for  a eolution 

to the problem, pending ths . complete Installation of the  free-  . 

tional roasting equipment, it is hoped that it will be suffi-

cient for the present. 

The  general Idea  in  any solution would appear to be 

tha the concentrate should, as  7.11uch as possible, be prepared 

for smelting,  as this  :dethod  of treatment is apparently chiper 

than leaching. Ther 	eems to be little doubt that, if neces- 

sary, the whole of the bismuth  concentrate could be leached. 

This method could be employed in case  it were found to be dif-

ficult to smelt the  table concentrate to a sufficient negrea 

of purity.  In  an  y leaching method it seeme  advisuble to use 

a procoss based cn dilute  leaohing eolutions,  such  as  n  the 

process outlined above,  for  this  apptboach seems to assure lower 

expenses for equipment and for reagents  constimed. 

As refinements of the leachin;£ process outlined 

above, the following possibilities might well be considered: 

1. Perhaps the  easily soluble molybdenite from  te — 

bismuth table tailing coold  be dissolved with ammonia. 

(Continued  on next nage) 



([1;umeiary and eenclueloh, 	rJ  - 

wcrtld enture Lhee :tt,.le 	,ha IOC  aeeld be  Lake

r by the ..,:smuth 	 eakin„, for both  a 

elearer - ismuth )rjchloride  Jed a  smaller  lees of MoS2 

The  reolybde,aum  eould  b  erecipleated  out of this leach 

selutJon addInt, acid, end  the  ercipitate could then 

oe filtered  out. 

2. It iibL be that Lee bismuth  .7eld part  of the - 

molytdeite in  the eorcent-ote co.ild be dissolved in  NCI, 

,Ifter wlic:e the bieleuth could he orecipitatcd by a metal, 

such as iron or aluniniuel scrap. The  residual solution, 

aontaininL; dissolved le.11/bdeete, cculd then be treated  to 

recover the molybdenuie. Tills would roeult  in the formation 

of a clean bismuth precipitate,  and would make possible 

the recovery of any mclybdanum lost in the leachirg process. 

3. 2he use of blanket tables should be tried, - 

werkint,  on  the table tallin c,s from the  bismeth table. It 

nie_t be that such a  piece  of  equipment woula make possible 

the rejection of a raclybdenite taIlin from these two 

_Iravity concentratinb steps ehich would be ver7 low in lets-

euth. 

It 13 difficult to estimate coste of  any method 

suested,  for  they weuld depend on the procedure adopted. 

To show thet smeltinj Is cheaper Ihan leachiner, it might be 

pointed o7lt that estimates based on the  experiments deecribed 

above show that 62 per cent of  the bismuth  from a day's run, 

or  350  Feu,eds of  the concentrate, nay be enelted with the ese 

of :A.70 wern  of  fieueIn meterl, whfl_e the ecid  and  ferric 

chloride needed to leach out  the cemaininà biseuth in the 

table tailireé,s from a daYIs operation would coot about  $12,00. 

In 'conclusion, there seems to be little doubt  that 

ieod 'recovery may be made from  the bismuth  concentrate at 
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(Summary and Conclusion, contld) - 

La Corne, by any of several methods Which suggest themselves. 

The  procedures outlined here suit the conditions expected 

when the  mill begins operation. eefinements  or changes will 

have to await more complete el:amination of the  problem, Which 

may best be approached after ascertaining what  grade of  bis-

muth concentrate the mill will produce. 

000000000000 
00000000 

00 

(Figures 1  andir) 
(follow,  on  Pages) 
(12  and 13. 
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Cleaner  

Mok Conc. 

'To Tails 

Rougher Concentrate 

from Roaster Flurel. ele  - FLOW-SHEET NO. 4. 

(Same as Flaw7.5heet  No  l e  with the addition  
of a concentrating table.) 

■■■•10 

Table 

Final Bi Conc. 

Bi Conc. to Leaching 

1-o 

To Ball Mill 
/te 	 i`J 
1 	This was Figure  4,  Flow-Sheet No.  4,  in Report oj ) 

Invetition  No 1902,  July  20, 1945, p. 3)  
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